The Haverford Department of Fine Arts is pleased to present the 2020 Senior Thesis Exhibition, which marks the graduation of Delilah Buitrago, Sarah Jesup, Emily Williams and Hana Luisa Binte Yaacob.

All majors in Fine Arts are required to take the intensive, year-long Senior Seminar, during which they explore the themes, methods, and concepts presented in this exhibition. Throughout their senior year, they master the techniques and develop the visual vocabulary in their concentration to shape a coherent body of work. For the four seniors graduating in 2020, the exhibition represents the culmination of their studies at Haverford College. In light of the COVID-19 situation, this year’s exhibition will appear online as this virtual installation.

The Department of Fine Arts encourages all students to bring to their art the full weight of the liberal arts education they have gained at Haverford. This year-long thesis project reflects the individual growth of the artists as well as their commitment to the cultural vitality of the wider community.
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